From Downtown to Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences of University of Porto (Conference Venue)

A step-by-step guide

1st Step: Get on the nearest subway station, charge your Andante ticket with Z2 trips. Each trip you buy in this area costs 1,20 € and is only valid for one hour since the moment you validate your ticket.

2nd Step: Validate your Andante ticket, using one of the machines provided (You must see a green/yellow light. If it is red, you might have to charge the card with more journeys).

3rd Step: Make sure that the station you got in belongs to the Yellow Line/Line D. If your journey begins downtown, and you caught the Yellow Line, make sure you catch the metro on the direction Hospital São João.

If you did not get on the Yellow Line/Line D, you should catch any metro that stops on Trindade (the main station, where all the lines meet; circled in back on the map below; note that in order to get there and catch a metro there, you will have to mind the directions). Once in Trindade, get on the Yellow Line/Line D – Direction Hospital São João.

4th Step: Get on the metro.

5th Step: Get off at the Pólo Universitário metro station (on the map below, marked with a black rectangle).

6th Step: Once you’re on the street, you’ll see the faculty building. Cross the street and we will be waiting for you!

Caution!

- Don’t forget to validate your Andante ticket every time you travel by metro;
- Make sure you have your Andante charged correctly;
- Each trip is valid for one hour from the moment you validate your ticket;
- Beware of your personal belongings, as precaution;
- Pay attention to the variation of prices and the time range validity of the tickets associated with different travel zones.
- Pay attention to which metro line you’re travelling in: